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Bringing Out the Best in Everyone You Coach: Use the Enneagram System for Exceptional ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“Clearly written, well organized, and practical, we predict this will quickly become the ‘standard’ Enneagram coaching book for years to come.”

Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson, bestselling authors of Personality Types and The Wisdom of the Enneagram

 

Create powerful...
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Gurdjieff Reconsidered: The Life, the Teachings, the LegacyShambhala, 2019

	From a master biographer and longtime Gurdjieff practitioner, a brilliant new exploration of the quintessential Western esoteric teacher of the twentieth-century.

	

	The Greek-Armenian teacher G.I. Gurdjieff was one of the most original and provocative spiritual teachers in the twentieth-century West. Whereas much work...
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DJing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	How to start and build a successful career as a DJ-from at-home mixing to making demos to playing to a live crowd


	Whether it's a digital or vinyl track of "Proud Mary," a DJ sets the mood, amps up the excitement, and gets a crowd of revelers rockin'. Often an outsized personality, blessed with a gorgeous...
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Money Management For Canadians All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	All the information you need to manage your money wisely in one great guide


	Looking to expand your knowledge of money management? This all-in-one resource is the tool you need. From dealing with debt and setting financial goals to starting a small business and planning your estate, this indispensable desk reference is bursting with...
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How to Read People Like a Book: Find Out What People Really Think, Even When They Lie. Anticipate Intentions and Defend Yourself Against Those Who Are Deceiving You Through Body LanguageIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	
		Have you ever wanted to know what a person really thinks of you?

		Do you want to learn how to deal with different personality types?

		Are you tired of being made fun of by the first person who passes by because you are unable to read their intentions?

	
		This manual provides a cutting-edge...
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The Suicide and Homicide Risk Assessment & Prevention Treatment PlannerJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The Suicide and Homicide Risk Assesment & Prevention Treatment Planner provides all the elements necessary to quickly and easily develop formal treatment plans that satisfy the demands of HMOs, managed care companies, third-party payors, and state and federal review agencies.
	A critical tool for assessing suicidal and homicidal...
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Koi For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Welcome to Koi For Dummies, a book designed for two purposes — to tell you about the beautiful fish known as koi and to make koi-keeping so simple you’ll wonder why you didn’t pick up this hobby eons ago.

What’s so much fun about koi? They’re gorgeous fish, and they’ve been selectively bred for more...
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Investing DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The first Demystified guide to take the mystery out of investing, Investing Demystified provides independent investors with hands-on explanations of basic investing topics without needless detours. Built around the no-nonsense model that has made Demystified one of McGraw-Hill's most popular series, this helpful and practical self-teaching guide...
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Dream Dictionary For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2008
Dreams! What do they mean? You probably recognize a connection between the dream world and the “real” world, but did you know that you can actually do things to nurture your dream life? Dream Dictionary For Dummies is the fun and fascinating guide that shows you not only how to decode your dreams, but how to remember them and...
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From Photoshop to DreamweaverFriends of Ed, 2003

	This book will show you how to combine the power of Adobe Photoshop 7 and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX, both the premier applications in their fields.


	The book's core purpose is to teach the fundamentals of designing for the web using Photoshop and Dreamweaver, through a combination of theory and practical examples. We will start...
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How Great Decisions Get Made: 10 Easy Steps for Reaching Agreement on Even the Toughest IssuesAMACOM, 2003
All too often, solving tough work issues can become a tug of war as clashing departments, priorities, personality styles, and other concerns threaten to destroy any possibility of a successful conclusion. But by sharing hopes, and focusing on information rather than debate, the path to agreement can become wonderfully clear.

How...
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Tucci and Usmani's The Business of PhotographyAmherst Media, 2010

	
		So you’ve decided to be a photographer. You studied photography in
		college or went to art school, and you’ve come to the point of deciding
		that it’s time to hang out your shingle. Or maybe you’re self-taught and
		everyone loves your work and says, “Hey, you could make...
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